More Possible Causes

What Do We Offer?

Society distorts masculine and feminine roles to the
point that some men feel they are not “strong” in
their masculinity, and some women feel that they lack
“nurturing” tendencies. There is nothing wrong with a
man who doesn’t fit into the expected social roles, or one
who is not the “macho football player” type. Actually,
most men are not football player types. Men come in
many different sizes, interests, and personalities. Some
are artistic or musically inclined. These types of roles or
interests do not diminish their innate masculinity. At the
same time, some women find working on cars or hunting
enjoyable. Such interests don’t diminish a woman’s innate
nurturing, caring, and feminine capacities.

We Offer:

When someone struggles with his or her own God-given
gender, an internal war takes place. A person who rejects
his or her own gender is in a precarious place because the
intensity of those feelings increase are hard to overcome.
His or her ultimate self-view is often the product of
input from others significant in life, such as peers and
role models. Other times, the intensity of one’s gender
struggle may emerge during a very difficult time in life
when stress is high, or when trauma takes place.
People who experiment with cross dressing may believe
it will help medicate the pain of not feeling sufficient
in their God-assigned gender. They experiment with
thoughts and behaviors of the opposite sex, believing
that they are in control of the experimental bouts and
with crossing gender lines. The end result is a gradual,
steady emotional dependence on the excitement and
pleasure that it seemingly brings. Contrary to this belief,
cross dressing often gradually takes charge of them.

● Annual Conferences
● Hope Group Online
● Pastoral Support
● Workshops

● Brochures
● Newsletters
● Support Groups

Books:
● A Biblical Q&A for Families
● A Mother’s Devotional
● A Wife’s Perspective
● Dangerous Affirmations
● My Daddy’s Secret
● Understanding Gender Confusion
● When Hope Seems Lost

“Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and
do not lean on your own understanding.
In all your ways acknowledge him, and he
will make straight your paths.”

Help

Proverbs 3:5-6
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Our goal is to demonstrate God’s grace and
love through the difficulties that gender identity
disorder brings to families and their loved ones.
Help4Families provides encouragement, loving
support, and a compassionate approach to
restoration.
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